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Multi-core architecture is the important milestone of the development of 
processor. The invention fulfils the needs of high performance, and is widely useful 
on such heavy computation situation as oil and gas exploration, weather forecast, 
virtual reality, artificial intelligence and so on, the new architecture will enhance 
efficiency significantly. Multi-core is getting popular and popular, and how to make 
full use of its advantage, keep pace with hardware and research the software which 
is accordance with multi-core tend to be a focus these days. It’s considered that HPC 
on multi-core gains great value for the study.  
This subject lays the construction and optimization of parallel class for image 
algebraic, and work over multi-core platforms and parallel technology, seek for 
efficient, simplified and extensible blue print for parallel computing on multi-core. 
The paper begins with the analysis and comparison of multi-core architecture, 
common parallel algorithm and useful software tools. Secondly, the paper takes 
apart the primary functions of Mathematical morphology such as erosion, dilation, 
open, close and thinning, and searches the parallelism inside, and designs the 
multi-core parallel version according to analysis above. Thirdly, the class is tested 
by typical applications, and improved the performance by parallelization and 
compiler optimization based on VTune. Finally, the thesis gained objective 
performance evaluation in accordance with Amdahl law and Gustafson law. 
Nowadays image monitoring technology is used in various fields more and more 
popular, as well as image gathering turns to be  high accuracy, great width and high 
frequency, those adds the urgent demand of the high performance image processing. 
This subject realizes the high performance image algebraic operation base on 
multi-core, enhances the efficiency of image processing which is combined with 
image algebraic operators, and gains high value of applications. The innovative 
points in this subject embodied in technological applications. One characteristic 
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version to parallel version on multi-core, the other is the performance analysis of 
parallel code by the newest technology, which realizes algorithm optimization, code 
level optimization and compiler level optimization, enhances the operation 
efficiency and the adaptation of hardware development. The technical route used in 
the subject has the universality, may promotes to the parallelization of other function 
libraries. 
As multi-core on IA is emerging, there’s less study on multi-core architecture, 
and only a few relative resource and applications. This thesis carried on a preliminary 
exploration to construction, test, and optimization on multi-core parallel class for 
image algebraic, many research topics need to be expanded in the future. 
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下性能明显提升。其次，与多 CPU 相比，多核处理器采用与单 CPU 类似的硬
件架构，用户升级计算机非常方便。正是由于上述优点，多核架构迅速被用户































要有消息传递、共享存储和数据并行三大类[1]，其中的典型代表 MPI 和 PVM
程序，OpenMP 和 HPF 也占一定比例。基于对新的高生产率并行编程语言的需
求，国际上对新一代并行程序设计语言的研究正日渐升温，如 IBM 的 X10、Sun
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